
Security has traditionally been a blocker for digital transformation projects. In fact, not focusing on security from the outset, can lead to costly delays:

- 92% of organizations consider existing customizations as problematic to their path to S/4.
- 35% of organizations expect to face security challenges during their transformation.

Get Ahead Of The Blockers

Let Onapsis make you the hero by anticipating risk for you every step of the way during your SAP S/4HANA transformation.

Better understand SAP application security best practices
Make testing as efficient as possible throughout the project

92% of organizations consider existing customizations as problematic to their path to S/4.

71% of organizations are concerned that the skills deficit will slow down migration.

New systems deployed in IaaS environments are exploited in as little as 6 hours.
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Learn More

Reduce risk and avoid security roadblocks on your journey to SAP S/4HANA with Onapsis’s automated solutions designed for SAP.

70% faster code reviews
95% faster patch validation
83% faster vulnerability remediation
92% automation of controls testing

Don’t Wait. Automate:

Follow risk and security controls as your plan to SAP S/4HANA is deployed.

LEARN MORE